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Summary

Xi Jinping has significantly elevated the importance of national security and technological innovation in China’s overall priorities since coming to power in 2012. Under his leadership, China has sought to integrate the country’s economy, political system, society, and defense apparatus behind the goal of national security. This brief explores the newest and most sweeping iteration of that policy: national strategic integration, which aims to remake China into the global leader in technology and security.
Xi’s desire to forge a strategic economy that seamlessly links the civilian, military, and strategic domains is nothing new and his administration has been pursuing the related strategy of military-civil fusion (MCF) since the mid-2010s. But NSI is a bigger, bolder, and broader undertaking than MCF and involves integrating the highest and most strategic parts of the Chinese economic, technological, and national security systems. NSI will be a key instrument in Beijing’s policy toolkit in its techno-security great power competition with the United States and its allies. NSI is the term of art employed in this brief, but it can be used interchangeably with INSS.

At a gathering of military officials at the National People’s Congress (NPC) in March 2023, China’s paramount leader Xi Jinping spoke about integrating the country’s civilian and national security sectors, which currently operate on separate tracks.1 Xi first put forward what he calls an integrated national strategic system (INSS 一体化国家战略体系) five years earlier, but little had been heard publicly about the concept thereafter. The notion of an integrated national strategic system—which can be more succinctly termed as National Strategic Integration (NSI)—has proceeded like a slow-lit fuse through the Chinese policy apparatus.

The Slow Birth of the NSI Concept

The concept of National Strategic Integration received little attention when it was initially floated. Xi first mentioned the need to build the INSS with strategic capabilities in 2017 at a meeting of the Central Military-Civil Fusion Development Commission (CMCFDC 中央军民融合发展委员会), a party organization of high-level leaders in charge of the country’s most powerful party, state, and military entities with the goal of fostering MCF. Xi referred to the INSS concept again to a much bigger national audience a few months later at the 19th Party Congress, but his remarks attracted only passing policy attention, at least publicly. A review of major Chinese media outlets (People’s Daily, Liberation Army Daily, Science and Technology Daily, and Xinhua News Agency) and the Ministry of National Defense website between 2017 and September 2023 shows that INSS drew little attention before 2022, averaging less than 20 mentions anually between 2017 and 2021 (Figure 1). Coverage increased modestly in 2022 after Xi referred to it in his 20th Party Congress speech, and then picked up significantly between January and September 2023 with 127 mentions. The raising of NSI in Xi’s 20th Party Congress speech and more importantly his discussion of the concept at the 14th NPC in March 2023 is the main reason for this sharp pick-up in attention to the term, signaling that NSI was ready for policy implementation.

Figure 1
Frequency of Articles Containing “Integrated National Strategic System (一体化国家战略体系)” Published in Major Chinese Media and Defense Outlets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>People’s Daily</th>
<th>Liberation Army Daily</th>
<th>Xinhua News Agency</th>
<th>Science and Technology Daily</th>
<th>Ministry of National Defense Website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan–Sept 2023</td>
<td>127</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What Is National Strategic Integration?

The NSI concept has so far received only a modest amount of policy and analytical attention, largely from People’s Liberation Army (PLA) and civilian scholars working on MCF-related issues. No major official policy documents have so far been issued concerning NSI and neither Xi nor other senior leaders have publicly discussed it in detail. This policy silence can be interpreted either as an indication that the NSI concept has not gained policy traction or as a sign that the authorities are not keen to attract public—especially foreign—attention. The evidence leans heavily to the latter explanation.

“Integrated national strategic system with capabilities” is the literal translation of 一体化国家战略体系和能力, which in practice is a complex and multi-layered concept. Despite the word ‘system,’ the NSI concept is less about structure and more about process—specifically the process of integration across the civilian, national security, and military sectors, with the ultimate goal of converging into a unified system of systems.2

‘National strategic’ (国家战略) refers to the overarching relationship and balance between national development and national security. When Xi came to power in 2012, economic development was the country’s foremost priority, but the balance has steadily shifted in favor of national security. This was made clear at the 20th Party Congress in October 2022 where Xi made national security a central theme of his keynote speech, saying that “national security is the bedrock of national rejuvenation.” While NSI is primarily focused on national strategic priorities, the concept covers the entire spectrum of civilian-security integration activities, including pursuits—such as MCF and development-security integration—at the provincial and lower levels.

The dangling reference to ‘capabilities’ (能力) means the “ability to organize, coordinate, and use strategic resources (战略资源), strategic power (战略力量), and strategic means (战略手段) to achieve national strategic goals (国家战略目的),” according to an analysis by several leading military analysts from the Academy of Military Sciences (AMS), the PLA’s premier strategic think tank.3 A similar concept employed by Chinese strategic analysts and leaders is ‘comprehensive national power,’ which refers to the sum of a country’s economic, technological, political, diplomatic, demographic, and other sources of measureable power.

In sum, NSI is a top-level systems of systems construct intended to coordinate and pool together strategic capabilities and resources from across jurisdictions (civil and military, central and provincial, state and private sector) to create a more capable and integrated system able to perform better than the sum of its constituent parts in the execution of strategic and national security tasks. Xi Jinping has referred to the construction and improvement of NSI as a complex systems engineering undertaking. The AMS study of NSI said that the coming together of “the national strategic system is the process of integrating various interrelated national strategies at the national level to form an organic whole.” This meant coordinating national strategies across a wide array of fields such as the economy, political system, society, and national defense.4

---


4 Ibid.
Priorities and Structure of NSI

The tight veil of secrecy surrounding NSI was pulled back slightly when Xi talked about the NSI concept publicly for the first time to military delegates at the NPC this past March. At the meeting, Xi identified several key priorities for NSI.5

Key NSI Priorities

**Priority 1:** Support "collaborative innovation" on strategic projects, especially focused on making scientific breakthroughs, promoting original innovation, and ensuring high-end technological self-reliance. Xi also referred to the employment of national laboratories, which are important actors for engaging in big science and big engineering projects. The 14th Five-Year Plan said that national laboratories would be established focusing on quantum information, photonics and micro and nano electronics, network communications, artificial intelligence (AI), biotechnology and pharmaceuticals, and modern energy systems.6

**Priority 2:** Accelerate the upgrading of the country’s strategic capabilities in the development of emerging technologies. Critical technologies in science and technology include semi-conductors, medical and bio-tech (the response to the Covid pandemic was an early key test case for NSI), and emerging technologies such as AI, quantum information, neuroscience, advanced clinical medicine, deep-space, and deep-sea that were highlighted in the 14th Five-Year Plan.

**Priority 3:** Strengthen the defense industrial base to enhance resilience of its industrial infrastructure and supply chains and improve its structural layout.

**Priority 4:** Increase the country’s strategic reserve capacity and intensify efforts to build strategic infrastructure and integrate strategic resources.

**Priority 5:** Improve coordination of national development and national security, especially between economic construction and national defense construction. This priority suggests that national security and military considerations need to receive greater attention in economic development planning.

**Priority 6:** Support the PLA in its pursuit of its 2027 centenary goals and build the armed forces into a world-class leader over the longer term.

The structure and organization of NSI remain opaque. A rare description of the organizational nature of the NSI system comes from He Kun, an MCF expert at the PLA’s National Defense University, who said that the CMCFDC has been "responsible for the top-level design, overall layout, coordination, promotion, and supervision of the implementation of the INSS" in close liaison with central and local-level agencies.7 He said that the involvement of the CMCFDC means that an "institutional system has been established whose specific duty is to provide a strong organizational guarantee for the continuous promotion of the INSS." The role of the CMCFDC as the principal organizational vehicle for NSI indicates a very close relationship between MCF and NSI.

---

5 “Unify Thinking and Understanding”, People’s Daily, March 9, 2023, Op Cit.


Xi himself indicated, in his March 2023 remarks to the NPC that centralized and unified leadership by the CCP Central Committee would be imperative. The CMCFDC and the newly established Central Science and Technology Commission (CSTC) are most likely the principal agencies in charge of leading and coordinating the implementation of NSI.

**FIGURE 2**
National Strategic Integration and its Constituent Components
Strategic Deterrence and Preparing for Wartime Contingencies are at the Heart of NSI

Xi’s remarks offer a few indicators into the present focus and priorities of NSI. First, NSI is actively and deeply involved in supporting the PLA’s efforts to achieve its strategic goals for 2027, although there is no explicit mention of what these goals are. Xi said at the 20th Party Congress that key defense priorities for his third term include:

1. Establishing a strong strategic deterrence system;
2. Enhancing strategic capabilities to defend China’s sovereignty, security, and development interests; and
3. Implementing major projects to develop defense science and technology, weapons, and equipment and moving faster to translate technological advances for war-fighting.

The focus on accelerating and upgrading the country’s strategic capabilities would likely include nuclear, space, long-range precision strike, naval, autonomous, and information-intensive systems. Hou Changling, a PLA Rocket Force officer who attended Xi’s NPC speech, said that NSI was highly relevant in helping his service improve its strategic containment capabilities and combat preparations and strengthen its strategic applications.8

Another key NSI priority appears to be preparing for wartime contingences, stepping up defense mobilization, beefing up defense industrial power, and ensuring that the defense establishment can seamlessly tap into China’s overall national infrastructure, such as transportation and communications, along with other strategic capabilities and assets. This focus on militarization has been sharpened by the lessons the Chinese defense and national security establishment are learning from the Russia-Ukraine war. The conflict has shown the PLA that modern war is in fact a “new form of ‘hybrid warfare’” (“混合战争”新形态) in which “military warfare is intertwined with political warfare, financial warfare, technological warfare, cyber warfare, and cognitive warfare,” according to Gen. Wang Haijiang, the commander of the Western Theater Command.9 This lesson amplifies the importance of NSI.

---

8 “Make Strenuous Efforts to Create a New Situation for an Integrated National Strategic System and Capacity Building” (努力开创一体化国家战略体系和能力建设新局面), Liberation Army Daily (解放军报), March 9, 2023 https://www.mod.gov.cn/gfwb/qwfb/16207530.html

Next Steps for NSI

NSI is finally emerging from the shadows, but this coming out is likely to be circumspect and limited. The Chinese authorities have learned that being transparent can lead to unintended negative consequences. This was the case with MCF, for example, which is viewed by the United States and other Western governments as a highly threatening means by which the Chinese authorities can leverage civilian knowhow and technologies to support its military modernization.

When MCF was launched in the mid-2010s, the Chinese government vigorously promoted the strategy: it issued numerous policy documents, hosted trade fairs, and encouraged scholarly and open policy research. As foreign concerns and criticism of MCF mounted in the late 2010s, the Chinese authorities censored the use of the term in 2019 and it has largely disappeared from public view. Nonetheless, the process of integrating the civilian and military sectors remains a pressing priority. But the world outside should expect few if any official policy documents on NSI—NSI is likely to remain a heavily guarded concept in official public discourse.

As China ramps up its efforts to strengthen and safeguard itself from an increasingly volatile and threatening global strategic landscape—especially in the techno-security domain where it is locked in an escalating struggle with the U.S.—NSI-centred policies and programs are likely to take a leading role in national priorities throughout the rest of this decade and beyond. The building of a powerful NSI leadership, management, and implementation system appears to have been largely accomplished with the establishment of the CSTC in March 2023, which will work alongside the CMCFDC. The NSI will be a key mechanism for spearheading China’s efforts to establish a comprehensive and seamless techno-security state that is organizing and preparing for the possibility of major war.10

---
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